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In terms of Combinatorics and Graph Theory, a necklace is a cycle with each vertex (or
"bead") given a certain color. The problem is to count the number ofnecklaces having n beads if
k colors are available. The number of distinct necklaces can be determined by building the
pattern inventory, a polynomial with variables representing different colors, the exponents of the
variables representing the number of beads of that color, and the coefficients representing the
number of distinct necklaces with that coloring. For example, a necklace made of five beads









Two necklaces are considered identical if there exist symmetries such that the necklaces look
the same after the symmetries are applied. For example, the figure below shows three
necklaces, each made of two white beads and two gray beads. Necklace 1 and Necklace 2 are
distinct since there is no symmetry that can be applied to make them look the same. Necklace 2
and Necklace 3, however, are not considered distinct since a clockwise rotation of
90
applied
to Necklace 2 would have it appear identical to Necklace 3.
Necklace 1 Necklace 2 Necklace 3
The Dihedral Group
Before discussion of necklace counting can begin, one must first understand the dihedral
group. This is the set of rigid motions on an -gon. It consists ofrotations and reflections. The
following paragraphs explain dihedral groups in terms ofnecklaces with an even or odd number
ofbeads.
When the necklace has an even number of beads, it can be rotated a multiple of (360/w)
where n is the number ofbeads. This gives n distinct rotations. In addition, there are a number
of reflections that leave the relative location of beads unchanged. As there are nl2 pairs of
opposite beads, we can consider a line of reflection running through these pairs. Finally, there
are n/2 pairs of opposite edges and we can consider a line of reflection running through these
pairs. In total, we see that there are a total of2n symmetries on a necklace ofeven beads. The
following figure shows the lines ofreflection for a four-bead necklace.
In the case of an odd number of beads, the number of rotations is similar to that in even
necklaces. The lines of reflection, however are not the same. There are no pairs of opposite
beads or opposite edges. Instead, a line of reflection is constructed from each bead to the
opposite edge. Again, this gives n rotations and n reflections for a total of2 symmetries. The
following figure shows the lines ofreflection for a five-bead necklace.
Burnside's Theorem
There are two versions ofBurnside's Theorem (also known as Not Burnside's Theorem since
the results were known to Cauchy and Frobenius decades before Burnside's proof) when applied
to the necklace problem. They are as follows:
(1) N=-l-Z*7*
(2) N=-LZG*(*)
In these equations, N is the number ofdistinct coloring of a necklace with a given number of
colors. \G\ is the number ofpermutation ofthe necklace. This is the size of the dihedral group,
2n. Equation (1) makes use ofx, T, and 0. Tis the collection ofall coloring of the necklace and
x is any one coloring. 0(x) denotes the number of symmetries that leave the coloring x fixed.
Equation (2) uses G, jt, and ft. G is the group of permutations or symmetries of the necklace
and ^is any one permutation ofsymmetry. \j/(n) is the number ofcolorings in Tleft fixed by tt.
What Burnside's Theorem says is that the number ofdistinct necklaces is equal to the number
ofcolorings left fixed by all symmetries divided by 2n.
The Cycle Index
The first step in finding the pattern inventory for a given number ofcolors and beads is to find
the cycle index for a given number of beads. To do so, we must find the cycle structure
representation of each symmetry. We can do this for the rotations in a direct manner. For each
rotation, we trace the path of the beads through the rotatioa Consider the following four-bead
necklace.
o
Consider all rotations to be in a clockwise direction. For a rotation of
0
(we can also
consider this a rotation of 360), each bead remains fixed. Thus, we have a cycle structure of
(a)(b)(c)(d). For a rotation of90, a goes to b, b goes to c, c goes to d, and d goes to a. This is
a cycle structure of (abed). For rotations of
180
and 270, we get (ac)(bd) and (adeb). For
reflections about the lines through opposite edges, we get (ab)(cd) and (ad)(bc). Finally, for
reflections about the lines from a to c and from b to d, we get (a)(bd)(c) and (ac)(b)(d).
The next step is to convert these cycles into a notation in terms of x. Each x will have a
subscript and a superscript. Xj will appear for each of the / times a cycle of length/ occurs in the
cycle structure for each symmetry. For the rotations, we get x\, x\, x\, and x\. For the
reflections, we get x\, x\, x\x\, and x\x\. Grouping the terms together gives x\ + 2x\ + 3>x\ +
2x\Xj.





Now consider a necklace with five beads. Again, there are five clockwise rotations, each a
multiple of72. For a rotation of
0
(or 360), we get a cycle structure of(a)(b)(c)(d)(e). For a
rotation of 72, we have a cycle structure of (abode). In fact, for each rotation other than 0,
we have the cycle structure of (abcde). The reflections about the lines from vertices to opposite
edges give the cycle structures (a)(be)(cd), (b)(ac)(de), (c)(bd)(ae), (d)(ce)(ab), and (e)(ad)(bc).
Converting these cycle structures into cycle index notation, we get xf for
0
and x\ for all
other rotations. Each ofthe reflections gives xlx^. Therefore the cycle index is xf + 4x\ + 5x\xl.




We can draw some generalizations about computing the cycle index without having to trace
the locations through all rotations and reflections. When considering the rotations of necklace
with n beads, index them as 1 through n. The cycle index term for the fth rotation will be
x/gcd(/jj)- The cycle index terms for the reflections will depend on whether n is even or odd.
For odd n, all the reflection terms will be x}x2
~
. When n is even, there will be terms ofthe
fornix^2
and |terms ofthe formx?x^"2)/2.
The Pattern Inventory
Once we have computed the cycle index, we are ready to determine the pattern inventory.
Construct an expression for each term in the cycle index as follows: {cr +bc* + ... + c^)e such
that a, b, ..., c are variables representing different colors, d is the subscript of the cycle index
term, and e is the superscript of the cycle index term. Expanding this polynomial will almost
result in the pattern inventory for the chosen colors and number of beads. Each distinct
necklace appears once for each member of the dihedral group. Therefore, each coefficient will
be too large by a factor of2n. Simply dividing the coefficients by2 will give the desired result.
Suppose that we were to color a four-bead necklace with black and white beads. We start
with the cycle index for four beads, x\ + 2x\+ 3x\ + 2x\x\. Next, we insert
(bl
+ wV for each



















+ w4. Reading the coefficients, this tells us that there is only one distinct necklace with all
black beads, one with three black and one white bead, two with two black and two white, one






Blue Beads 2 ?
!-:;:'|aflri;t#^
Green Beads fm*
Yellow Beads o ;?
Cycle Index: x7 + 6xJ + 7x\ x|






Pattern Inventory: r7 + r^1 + i^g1 +3^ +
3rsb1g1 + SrSg2 + Afiti3 + 9r4b2g1 + grVg2 +
4,4g3 + 4r3b4 + 1 oWg1 + 1 8r3b2g2 + 1
Dr^g3 + 4r3g4 + 3^13^ + 9r2b4g1 + 1 S^t^g2 + 1 S^l^g3 +
9r2b1g4+ 3r2g5 + r1b6 + Sr^g1 + 9r1b4g2 + 10r1b3g3 + 9r1b2g4 + 3r1b1g5 + r1g6 + b7 + b6g1 +
3ifi^ *
4b4g3 + AtPgP +
3b2g5 + b1ge + g7
Introduction to Java
This section contains terms that may not be understood by a reader that does not know much
about the Java programming language. This is a brief introduction that explains some of the
more important terms used.
Java is an object-oriented language. This means that a program consists of interacting
objects, each with certain data and functions predefined. These data and function definitions are
determined by the class to which an object belongs. When a new object is created in the
program, it is an instance ofa class.
A class contains methods. These are the functions that belong to this class. They can be
passed or return data as well as perform operations.
An Applet is a type of Java program. It requires a Java environment, such as a
Java- enabled
web browser, to run.
When we say that Class A extends Class B, it means that a new class, Class A, was created
that inherits all the properties ofClass B in addition to any newmethods added.
There were some standard Java classes that were used in creating this Applet. One such class
is the Vector class. This is essentially an array that contains objects. The difference between the
Vector and the usual Java array is that the array must be passed its maximum size upon creation
and aVector is resizable.
Another class repeatedly used was the Canvas class. The Canvas is typically used for drawing
to the screen.
Applet Overview
The Applet is designed to display three different results based on the selection of beads
chosen by the user. The first result is the cycle index of the total number ofbeads chosen. The
second result is the pattern inventory for the number and colors of beads chosen. Finally, all
distinct necklaces based on the selected beads are displayed in groups ofup to ten.
Upon loading, the Applet gives the user four drop-down selection boxes from which they can
choose the number of beads of each color. The valid colors are red, blue, green, and yellow.
The valid choices for each color range from zero to five.
When the user triggers any of the drop-down boxes and selects a number for that color, the
Applet automatically computes and displays the new cycle index and pattern inventory. The list
of distinct necklaces are not automatically drawn, however. The user must first click a button
labelled "Draw first 10". Ifthere are ten or fewer necklaces, they are all drawn on the screen. If
there are more than ten necklaces, the "Draw first
10"
button is re-labelled "Draw next 10". A
new button is also created labelled "New necklace". This second button is included in case the
user no longer wishes to view the current necklace andmake a new color selection. After a new
selection of colors, clicking the "New
necklace"
button will terminate illustrating the first
necklace and will begin drawing the distinct necklaces for the new color selection. When all of
the necklaces have been shown, the "Draw next
10"






The Necklace Applet itself is visually divided into four separate panels. The
first is used for
input. It contains four JComboBox objects, one for each color. A JComboBox is a
"drop-down"
menu for selecting data. Each JComboBox has an ActionListener
attached to it so
that when a new number is selected from that box, the routines for computing cycle index and
pattern inventory are automatically run. The input panel contains the "Draw first 10"/"Draw
next
10"
button and the "New
necklace"
button. These buttons also have ActionListeners
attached to run the appropriate routines.
The panels for the cycle index, pattern inventory, and necklace illustrations contain objects
that extend the Canvas class containing modified paint methods.
In the event ofan ActionListener being triggered by color selection or a button click, the first
thing that occurs that the values in the four JComboBoxes are stored as integer variables for the
four colors. The Applet then determines whether it was a color selection or a button click that
occurred
The Cycle Index
When a new color selection is made, a Cyclelndex object is created for the total number of
beads. This Cyclelndex object has the task of creating a Vector that stores CyclelndexList
objects. The CyclelndexList is an object that contains an integer coefficient as well as a Vector
containing either one or two CyclelndexObj objects. These CyclelndexObj objects represent the
'x'
in the cycle index and store the superscript and subscript. The Cyclelndex object has
hardcoded routines for total bead values one through twenty.
Once the Cyclelndex object is created, the Vector that stores the appropriate cycle index is
passed to a CIDraw object. The CIDraw object is a canvas on which the cycle index is drawn to
be displayed to the user.
The Pattern Inventory
Next, a Patternlnventory object is created and is passed the Vector containing the cycle index
as well as the number of red, blue, green, and yellow beads. This object first determines the
number ofbeads used. Specific methods are called for one or two beads. For a total bead count
greater than two, specific methods are called based on the number of colors used. All terms of
the pattern inventory are stored in PatternlnventoryObj objects. These simply store integer
coefficients as well as exponents for the variables r, b, g, and y. All PatternlnventoryObj terms
are stored in a Vector within the Patternlnventory object.
Ifthere is one bead, a PatternlnventoryObj is created that sets the exponent of the appropriate
variable to 1 and is added to the Vector.
If there are two beads, the Patternlnventory determines if they are both the same color. If
they are, a PatternlnventoryObj is created that sets the exponent of the appropriate variable to 2
and is added to the Vector. When there are two beads of two different colors, a
PatternlnventoryObj is created that sets the exponents of the appropriate variables to 1 and is
added to the Vector.
When there are more than two beads, there are four different methods to determine the
pattern inventory.
In the simplest case where only one color is used, a PatternlnventoryObj object is created
that sets the exponent of the appropriate variable to the number of beads and is added to the
Vector.
When there are two colors, each CyclelndexList object is read except for the last one,
which contains two CyclelndexObj objects (or V values). For each of these, the superscript is
read and used to compute the terms of the polynomial in the following manner: Let
r=superscript of the cycle index term, y=exponent of the first color, fc=exponent of the second
color, and /w=subscript of the cycle index term, j runs from 0 to i and k runs from to 0 such
thaty + k
=
i in each term. A binomial coefficient is produced for each pair of j and k and all
exponents are multiplied by m. When this is done for all but the last CyclelndexList, the terms
are all grouped together. For the last CyclelndexList, a similar process occurs for each of the
two V terms and they are multiplied together by taking all pairs of terms, adding their
exponents, and multiplying their coefficients. All like terms are grouped together for the entire
pattern inventory. Finally, all coefficients are divided by 2n for the final pattern inventory
expression. Each term is stored in a Vector as a PatternlnventoryObj object that stores the
coefficient aswell as the exponents for each color variable.
When there are three or four colors, the procedures are similar. First, a four-dimensional
array is created using Vectors. This is done by creating three Vectors that contain Vector
objects. The fourth Vector contains PatternlnventoryObj objects that store the coefficients and
exponents for each color variables. When initially created, the indices of the four Vectors
represent the exponents stored in the PatternlnventoryObj. The coefficients are all initialized to
0. The Cyclelndex is again read for all entries but the last. The terms are expanded in amanner
similar to the two-color case. All exponents for the variables are found such that they add up to
the superscript of the CyclelndexObj, a multinomial coefficient is generated, and the exponents
are multiplied by the CyclelndexObj subscript. The four-dimensional array is then accessed
based on the variable exponents and the current coefficient is added to the coefficient stored in
the array. For the last CyclelndexList, each of the
'x'
terms is expanded in a similar manner. For
each term in the second 'x1, the terms of the first
'x'
are multiplied by adding the exponents and
multiplying the coefficients. The array is then accessed and the current coefficient is added to
the coefficient stored in the array. Finally, all PatternlnventoryObj objects stored in the array
are examined and if the coefficient is not 0, it is written to a Vector that can quickly give all
terms ofthe pattern inventory.
Once the Patternlnventory object is created, the Vector that stores the appropriate pattern
inventory is passed to a PIDraw object along with the number of beads of each color. The
PIDraw object is a Canvas-extending object on which the pattern inventory is drawn to be
displayed to the user. When the exponents of the colors match the color selection given by the
user, the term is displayed in a bold font.
Necklace Illustrations
When the user selects either ofthe draw buttons, the Applet creates a newNecklaceCompute
object which does the calculations for determining distinct necklaces. Due to restrictions on the
larger cases, is must first be determined if the color selection given is small enough to compute.
With the cutoffdetermined to be greater than 14 beads using all four colors, a flag is set. If the
selection is too large, a message is displayed saying so. Otherwise the process continues. First,
the color selection is transformed into a string representation. For example,
'rrbbbg'
would
represent two red beads, three blue beads, and one green bead. A partial list ofpermutations of
this string is then generated. This partial list contains strings that represent all distinct necklaces.
To reduce the number ofpermutations, only those that beginwith the letter of the smallest color
chosen are generated. When all of these are generated, they are examined to see if they also end
with the smallest color chosen. If so, they are discounted since they represent necklaces that
have undergone a rotation and are a duplicate of some necklace that does not end with the
smallest color chosen. With the list of permutations minimized in this manner, each remaining
string is passed to a new NecklaceObj object that stores the string, the string reversed, and two
integers called the forNum and backNum that represent all consecutive pairs of letters in the
forward and backward string. The forNum and backNum are both initialized to 1. Each
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forward string is traversed and consecutive letters are considered. Based on what these two
letters are, the forNum is multiplied by a certain prime number. Likewise, then backNum is
generated by traversing the backward string, considering consecutive letters, and multiplying by
a certain prime number. This way, we know what letters are adjacent forward and back, which
helps speed up determining duplicate necklaces. These NecklaceObj objects are stored in a
Vector.
With the NecklaceObj Vector generated, the Applet can now start eliminating duplicates. To
speed up the process, only up to ten distinct necklaces are identified at a time. The
NecklaceCompute is passed the Vector of NecklaceObj objects as well as the start and end
indices of the desired necklaces. For example, it can be passed 0 to 9, 10 to 19, or 20 to 29.
The procedure is done by starting at the lower index and comparing to each prior NecklaceObj,
all ofwhich are assumed to be distinct. The forNums are first compared and if theymatch, there
is the possibility that they are duplicate necklaces. The forward string is then rotated by
repeatedly moving the leading character to the end. If the strings match at any point, the
process is terminated and the current NecklaceObj is marked as a duplicate. If there is no
match, the backNum of the current NecklaceObj is compared to the forNum of the prior
NecklaceObj. If they are the same, a similar rotation process occurs to look for amatch. If it is
determined that the current NecklaceObj is a duplicate, it is removed and the next NecklaceObj
goes through the same process. If it is determined that the current NecklaceObj is not a
duplicate, it is grouped with the prior distinct necklaces and the next NecklaceObj goes through
the same process. This repeats until either the upper index is reached or all necklaces are
compared.
It is then time to draw the current set ofnecklaces. A DrawObj object is created that renders
the current set of ten or less necklaces. This is done by passing the DrawObj the NecklaceObj
Vector and selecting the forward strings for the current set of necklaces. When the first ten
necklaces are drawn, a "New
necklace"
button is created in case the user wishes to view




Section III: Problems and fixes
During the writing of this Applet, a number of problems arose. The following paragraphs
document these problems and describe how they were either fixed or worked around.
The first problem encountered was how to generate a list ofpermutations of a string. This in
itselfwould have been no problem ifall the characters were distinct, but the fact that there could
be repeated characters meant there would be many repeated permutations. After several hours
searching Java books and the Internet, little progress had been made. The key was terminology.
When the search was changed from
'permutation'
to 'anagram', a solution was soon found. An
anagram-generating algorithm was found in An Introduction to Object-Oriented Programming
with Java by C. Thomas Wu. This algorithm also assumed non-repeated character, but it was
easily adapted to take repeated characters into account. This can be found in the
NecklaceCompute class in the permutationGeneratorO method.
Once this list ofpermutations was obtained, it was time to start making it more efficient. The
list could grow quite large and contain many duplicate necklaces. The first task was to find a
way to eliminate as many strings as possible without the risk of losing any distinct necklaces.
This was done by considering only strings that start with the letter corresponding to the color
with the smallest number of beads. Any other string could be considered a duplicate of one of
these (either forward or backward) after some rotation was applied. Therefore, any other
string's necklace would be a duplicate of at least one string's necklace from the smaller set. A
second check was set up to eliminate further duplicates from this smaller set. The last character
of the string is checked and if it also is the letter corresponding to the color with the smallest
number of beads, it is discounted. This is due to the fact that the necklace it represents would
be a rotation ofsome necklace whose string did not end in the same letter.
The first problem that was pure Java programming and not algorithm-oriented was that when
the distinct necklaces were drawn on the screen and another window was opened over these
necklaces, they would disappear when returning to the Applet. This problem existed for several
weeks and any attempts to fix it failed. The vital piece of information concerned the Canvas
class that was used in drawing these necklaces. When a Canvas-extending object is covered on
the screen, it recalls its paint() method upon being exposed again. When nothing is in the paintO
method, the default is to clear the screen in that area. The DrawObj class was written extending
the Canvas class that contains a custom paint() method which draws the necklaces to the screen.
Now each time that the DrawObj object is exposed, the necklaces are redrawn.
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When the user selected a necklace composed ofjust one color, no necklaces would be drawn.
This was a result of the method used for obtaining the necklace strings. When a string began
and ended with the same character, it was discounted. With only one color used, there is only
one string and all characters, including the first and last, are the same. This string would never
be considered and an empty Vector would be created. Special code was inserted in the
permutation generator of the NecklaceCompute object to handle the case where there was just
one bead and the case where there were multiple beads ofonly one color.
During testing, several combinations ofbeads were shown to have problems with the number
ofnecklaces display. One of the first to be problematic was a 3-3-2 combination when the user
selected two red, three blue, and three green. It displayed a different number ofnecklaces than
when the user selected three red, three blue, and two green, which gave the correct number.
The problem was traced back to the omission of an equal sign. When determining whether
necklaces were distinct, the NecklaceCompute would go up, but not including, the upper index
sent by the Applet. This meant that a few necklaces were not checked and were reported as
distinct when they were duplicates.
A problem was found when the Applet was run on some, but not all, Macintosh computers.
Problems loading the Applet were found using both the Safari and Internet Explorer browsers.
Similar problems were later encountered when attempting to load the Applet onto a Windows
computer with Internet Explorer. In the case of the Windows computer, trip to www.sun.com
resulted in downloading an up-to-date version of the Java Runtime Environment. After
installation, the Applet loaded and performed properly.
A problem was found when trying to display necklaces with a large number of beads. The
case that first found this problem was five red, three blue, five green, and four yellow. The
problem was tracked back to a Java memory problem. Even when the permutation list is
minimized as described above, there are problems with large cases. Although the program
discounts many strings as being duplicates, the recursive nature of the permutation generator
meant that all permutations were generated, if not saved. A new method was added to the
permutation generator that would only build strings that started with the letter of the smallest
color. Even with this implemented, there were still problems with the larger cases. The only
workaround was to impose a limit so that for these larger cases, the work would not be done
that resulted in the memory errors. After testing, the breaking point appeared to be when the
user selected more than fourteen beads using all four colors.
Displaying the cycle index and pattern inventory requires the use of subscripts and
superscripts. The normal String class output does not allow for their use. The first solution was
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to use a StyledDocument and add each piece individually. Each time the style of the text
changed, the StyledDocument style had to be changed. This worked for the cycle index, but
problems would later arise with the pattern inventory.
The next problem that presented itself was the question of how to expand the pattern
inventory polynomial based on the cycle index and colors chosen. The initial attempt mirrored
the way in which one would expand polynomials by hand. The terms inside the parenthesis were





They were then multiplied by itself by taking individual terms and adding the exponents. This
was repeated according to the superscript of the cycle index. When this process was completed,
all terms were added to a Vector. The Vector would then be traversed and the terms would be
grouped together, resulting in a coefficient for each term. While this worked for small cases, it
was highly inefficient and failed completely due to memory issues with even moderately large
cases. A search was conducted to find if other Java classes could handle taking the expression
as a string, expanding the polynomial, and returning the expression as a string that could be
displayed. Some were found, but they all proved to be quite complex and learning to use them
would be fairly difficult in a short amount of time. Returning to writing a new procedure, the
result was the process described in the previous section that can be found in the
Patternlnventory class.
Once the pattern inventory could be computed and stored in a Vector ofPatternlnventoryObj
objects, a new problem arose concerning how to display them. When the number of beads
grows large enough, the panel used to display the terms had problems since the terms were all
displayed horizontally by the StyledDocument. In addition, cases that were small enough to
display but still fairly large were slow to display. The solution was to render them as a drawing
as done with the necklaces. Instead of a StyledDocument, a Canvas-extending object was used
that drew the terms on the screen in the panel The main problem was keeping track of the
location where items should be drawn, since the changing styles from regular text to superscript
text caused differences in text widthmeasurements.
This approach to writing the pattern inventory worked, but it was still too slow. Each time
the screen was refreshed, it would have to write each term individually, which was a problem
when there were many terms. For each term, the coefficient was drawn in addition to any
variable with a non-zero exponent as well as the exponent. To fix this, a method was included
that created a Bufferedlmage. The terms were then drawn onto this image. Now when the
screen is refreshed, it simply redraws one image instead ofall the individual terms.
Another round of testing found a problem with the selection of three red, three blue, and one
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green. The pattern inventory says that there should be ten distinct necklaces with this color
selection. In practice, not only were eight display, but they were labelled "Necklaces 1 1 through
18". Reviewing the code for determining distinct necklaces found consecutive if statements that
had opposite conditions. While the second condition was initially false, executing the code for
the first if statement caused it to be true. Changing this to an if-else statement resolved the
problem.
The final few problem fixes dealt with the necklace drawing ofmiscellaneous cases. One such
case was when the number of necklaces was a multiple of ten. In some instances, there were
additional strings to check for duplicity, so the Applet did not know that all distinct necklaces
had already been displayed. If there were only ten, for instance, the final necklace illustration
would be blank except for a title that read "Necklaces 11 to 10". This was fixed by adding some
code to the Necklace and PIDraw classes. As the PIDraw steps through the pattern inventory
terms, it checks to see if the term corresponds to the color selection given by the user. If so, it
is drawn in a bold font. In addition, the coefficient is noted as the maximum number of distinct
necklaces. The Necklace class uses this coefficient as a cutoff for drawing necklaces.
If the user attempted to draw necklaces with no beads, the draw panel would be blank with
the title "Necklaces 1 to 0". Code was inserted in the DrawObj class to instead display the title
"Nothing selected".
The final problem encountered was one which was thought of earlier, but dismissed as
unlikely to occur. When testing the pattern inventory for twenty beads, five ofeach color, many
of the largest coefficients came up as negative numbers. In Java, the int data type has a range
up to 2147483647. All of the coefficients were within this range. The problem was that this
number must first be divided by 40. Prior to this division, the numbers were outside the range.
When this happens, the integer "wraps
around"
and becomes a negative number. The numbers
were changed from the int data type to the long data type, which has a range up to
9223372036854775807. All numbers were well within this range and displayed properly.
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Section IV: The Code





* For use with the Necklace IllustratorApplet
*
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public class CIDraw extends Canvas{
Vector ciVector;
Graphics g;
//create a new CIDraw that ispassed the Cycle Index Vector








//paintmethod used to render to screen
public void paint(Graphics g){
Font boldFont = new Font("boldFont", java.awt.Font.BOLD, 12);
g.setFont(boldFont);
g.drawString("Cycle Index: ", 10,20);
int newX = 10+tliis.getFontMetrics(bol(lFont).stringWidth("Cycle Index: ");
//ifthe Cycle Index Vector is not empty
if (ciVector.sizeO !=0) {
Font regFont = new Font("regFont", java.awt.Font.PLATN, 12);
Font smallFont = new Font("smallFont", java.awt.Font.PLATN, 10);
g.setFont(regFont);
//for each term in the Cycle Index
for (int i=0; i<cfVector.size(); i++){
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CyclelndexList ciList = (CyclelndexList)ciVector.elementAt(i);
Vector tempVector = ciList.getCyclelndexEntryO;
Integer convlnt = new Integer(0);




































//ifnot the last term






























public class Cyclelndex {
private Vector cyclelndexVector;
//create a new Cyclelndex
public CyclelndexO {
}
//create a new Cyclelndex that ispassed the number ofbeads




























































































tempListTwo . setCoeff(2) ;
cycleIndexVector.add(tempListTwo);
//create 3*x(sub(l), sup(l))*x(sub(2), sup(l))































CyclelndexList tempListThree = new CyclelndexListO;




//create 2*x(sub(l), sup(2))*x(sub(2), sup(l))





























//create 5*x(sub(l), sup(l))*x(sub(2), sup(2))














CyclelndexList tempListOne = new CyclelndexListO;
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}





CyclelndexList tempListTwo = new CyclelndexListO;




















//create 3 *x(sub(l), sup(2)) *x(sub(2), sup(2))





























//create 7*x(sub(l), sup(l))*x(sub(2), sup(3))
CyclelndexList tempListThree = new CyclelndexListO;











































//create 4*x(sub(l), sup(2))*x(sub(2), sup(3))



























tempListTwo . setCoeff(6) ;
cycleIndexVector.add(tempListTwo);
//create 2*x(sub(3), sup(3))







//create 9*x(sub(l), sup(l))*x(sub(2), sup(4))
















CyclelndexList tempListOne = new CyclelndexListO;




























//create 5*x(sub(l), sup(2))*x(sub(2), sup(4))





























//create ll*x(sub(l), sup(l))*x(sub(2), sup(5))






























































//create 6*x(sub(l), sup(2))*x(sub(2), sup(5))






























//create 13*x(sub(l), sup(l))*x(sub(2), sup(6))















CyclelndexList tempListOne = new CyclelndexListO;
CyclelndexObj tempObjOne = new CycleIndexObj(14,l);
tempListOne.addCI(tempObjOne);
tempListOne.setCoeff( 1 ) ;
cycleIndexVector.add(tempListOne);
//create 6*x(sub(14), sup(l))





tempListTwo . setCoeff(6) ;
cycleIndexVector.add(tempListTwo);
//create 6*x(sub(7), sup(2))















//create 7*x(sub(l), sup(2))*x(sub(2), sup(6))














































//create 15*x(sub(l), sup(l))*x(sub(2), sup(7))






















CyclelndexList tempListTwo = new CyclelndexListO;




























//create 8*x(sub(l), sup(2))*x(sub(2), sup(7))













//create x(sub(l), sup(l 7))










CyclelndexList tempListTwo = new CyclelndexListO;




//create 17*x(sub(l), sup(l))*x(sub(2), sup(8))















































CyclelndexList tempListFive = new CyclelndexListO;












//create 9*x(sub(l), sup(2))*x(sub(2), sup(8))













































CyclelndexList tempListOne = new CyclelndexListO;

















































//create 10*x(sub(l), sup(2))*x(sub(2), sup(9))





























public class CyclelndexList {
private Vector cyclelndexEntry ;
private int coeff;
//create a new CyclelndexList
public CyclelndexListO {







public void setCoeftTmt i){






//return the coefficient ofthe Cycle Index term
return coeff;
}
public void addCI(CycleIndexObj cio){
//add an
"x"
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public class CyclelndexObj {
private int sup;
private int sub;
//create a new CyclelndexObj
public CycleIndexObjO{
}
//create a new CyclelndexObj that ispassed the superscript and subscript







public void setSub(int a){







public void setSup(int a){
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//create a newDrawObj that ispassed a vector ofstrings, the startlndex, endlndex,
and true/false

























//paintmethod used to render to screen
public void paint(Grapbics g){
g.setPaintModeO;
g.clearRect(0, 0, 225,350);
//ifthe color selection > 14 beads with 4 colors
if (tooBig) {
g.setColor(Color.BLACK);
g.drawString("Too large to compute", 40, 20);
} else {
//ifVector containingNecklaceObjs is not empty
if (lempty) {
//ifnot lastpage to draw






//set initial necklace location
int xVal = 40;
intyVal = 29;




























int tempX = (int)(xVal+20+(25*Math.cos(i*2*Math.PI/str.lengthO)));
int tempY = (int)(yVal+20+(25*Math.sin(i*2*Math.PI/str.lengthO)));






































int tempX = (int)(xVal+20+(25*Math.cos(i*2*Math.PI/str.lengthO)));
int tempY = (intXyVal+20+(25*Math.sin(i*2*Math.PL/str.length())));








































int tempX = (int)(xVal+20+(25*Math.cos(i*2*Math.PI/str.lengthO)));
int tempY = (int)(yVal+20+(25*Math.sin(i*2*MatLPI/str.lengthO)));








































int tempX = (int)(xVal+20+(25*Math.cos(i*2*Math.PI/str.lengthO)));
int tempY = (int)(yVal+20+(25*Math.sin(i*2*Math.PI/str.lengthO)));









































int tempX = (int)(xVal+20+(25*Math.cos(i*2*Math.PI/str.lengthO)));
int tempY = (int)(yVal+20+(25*Math.sin(i*2*Math.PI/str.length0)));



















int xVal = 40;
int yVal = 29;




























int tempX = (int)(xVal+20+(25*Math.cos(i*2*Math.PI/str.length0)));
int tempY = (int)(yVal+20+(25*Math.sin(i*2*Math.PI/str.length0)));








































int tempX = (int)(xVal+20+(25*Math.cos(i*2*MatLPI/str.lengthO)));
int tempY = (int)(yVal+20+(25*Math.sin(i*2*Math.PI/str.lengthO)));







































int tempX = (int)(xVal+20+(25*Math.cos(i*2*Math.PI/str.lengthO)));
int tempY = (int)(yVal+20+(25*Math.sin(i*2*Math.PI/str.lengthO)));















circleCounter = 1 ;
//draw next two























int tempX = (int)(xVal+20+(25*Math.cos(i*2*Math.PI/str.lengthO)));
int tempY = (int)(yVal+20+(25*Math.sin(i*2*Math.PI/str.lengthO)));








































int tempX = (int)(xVal+20+(25*Math.cos(i*2*Math.PI/str.lengthO)));
int tempY = (int)(yVal+20+(25*Math.sin(i*2*Math.PI/str.lengthO)));












































































private int startlndex = 0;
private int endlndex = 9;















Vector beadNumbers = newVectorO;















title = new Label("The Necklace Illustrator", LabeLCENTER);
title.setBackground(Color.WHITE);
title.setFont(new Font("Dialog", Font.ITALIC, 24));
redLabel
= new Label("Red Beads", LabeLRIGHT);
redLabel.setBackground(Color.WHITE);





















drawButton = new Button("Draw first 10");



















drawPanel = new DrawObJO;





















entrySP.setBounds(0, 0, 430, 275);
cycleSP.setBounds(0, 275, 430, 75);
patternSP.setBounds(0, 350, 650, 150);
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drawSP.setBounds(430, 0, 220, 350);
title.setBounds(0, 20, 430, 40);
redLabel.setBounds(40, 70, 90, 25);
blueLabel.setBounds(40, 100, 90, 25);
greenLabel.setBounds(220, 70, 90, 25);
yellowLabel.setBounds(220, 100, 90, 25);
redBox.setBounds(140, 70, 50, 25);
blueBox.setBounds(140, 100, 50, 25);
greenBox.setBounds(320, 70, 50, 25);










public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent event) {
int red = redBox.getSelectedIndexO;
int blue = blueBox.getSelectedIndexO;
int green = greenBox.getSelectedIndexO;
int yellow = yellowBox.getSelectedIndexO;
//ifa color box is changed
if((event.getSourceO==TedBox)||(event.getSourceO=blueBox)||
(event.getSourceO===greenBox)||(event.getSourceO=yellowBox)) {
totalBeads = red + blue + green + yellow;




Cyclelndex cyldx = new CycleIndex(totalBeads);












new PatternInventory(cyIdxVec, red, blue, green,
yellow);
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Vector pattVec = pattInv.getVec();
patternPanel
=






















































//ifnot too large to compute
if(!tooBig){
//determine unique necklaces and draw to screen
stringsl = neckComp.uniqueNecklaces(stringsl, startlndex, endlndex);
//ifmore strings need to be checked
if (strings 1 . size0>endlndex+ 1 ) {
drawPanel = new DrawObj(stringsl, startlndex, endlndex, tooBig);













newButton.setBounds(260, 140, 110, 25);
newButton.addActionListener(this);











//ifno more strings need to be checked
} else {
drawPanel = new DrawObj(stringsl, startlndex, endlndex, tooBig);











//iftoo large to compute
} else {
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drawPanel = new DrawObj(true);
drawButton.setLabel("Draw first 10");
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public class NecklaceCompute {
private char leastColor = 'r';
private Vector strings;




public Vector gefPermutations(int red, int blue, int green, int yellow) throws
OutOfMemoryError{
















































































private void permutationGeneratorl (String prefix, String suffix) {
String newPrefix="", newSuffix="";
int numOfChars = suffix.lengthO;
int numOfRed = 0;
int lastRed = 0;
int numOfBlue = 0;
int lastBlue = 0;
int numOfGreen = 0;
int lastGreen = 0;
int numOfYellow = 0;
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int lastYellow = 0;
//compute number, last location ofeach color








































//ifsmallest color used is red

















newPrefix = prefix + "r";
permutationGenerator(newPrefix, newSuffix) ;
}
//ifsmallest color used is blue



















//ifsmallest color used is green























//ifsmallest color used isyellow













newSuffix = suffix.substring(0,lastYellow) +
suffix.substring(lastYellow+l ,numOfChars);
}





private void permutationGenerator(String prefix, String suffix) {
String newPrefix="", newSuffix="";
int numOfChars = suffix.lengthO;
int numOfRed = 0;
int lastRed = 0;
int numOfBlue = 0;
int lastBlue = 0;
int numOfGreen = 0;
int lastGreen = 0;
int numOfYellow = 0;
int lastYellow = 0;
//compute number, last location ofeach color







































//ifred remains, add r toprefix





















//ifblue remains, addb toprefix























//ifgreen remains, addg toprefix



















newPrefix = prefix + "g";
permutationGenerator(newPrefix, newSuffix);
}
//ifyellow remains, addy toprefix























public Vector uniqueNecklaces(Vector stringsl, int startlndex, int endlndex) {
boolean duplicate = false;






















while ([duplicate && j<i) {
//compare objects at locations i andj
NecklaceObj neckObj 1 = (NecklaceObj)stringsl.elementAt(i);
NecklaceObj neckObj2 = (NecklaceObj)stringsl.elementAt(j);
forNuml = neckObj l.getForNumO;
backNuml = neckObj l.getBackNumO;
forNum2 = neckObj2.getForNumO;
//ifforward numbers match
if (Iduplicate && forNuml=forNum2) {
counter = 0;
String checkStrl = neckObjLgetForStrO;
String checkStr2 = neckObj2.getForStr();
//compare strings with rotation
















//ifforawd numbermatches back number










//compare strings with rotation
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int m = str.lengthO-1 ;






forNum = forNum * generateNum(forString.charAt(j), forString.charAt(j+l));
}
forNum = forNum * generateNum(forString.charAt(forString.lengthO-l),
forString.charAt(O));












public String getForStr() {
return forString;
}
//return the backward string

















//getprime number to multiplyforward/backward number
private long generateNum(char a, char b) {
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//create a new Patternlnventory
public PatternlnventoryO {
}
//create a new Patternlnventory that ispassed the Cycle Index Vector and number of
each color












































































//ifthere are two beads
private void computeTwoBeadO{
//ifonly one color
if (colors.svz= 1 ){
PatternlnventoryObj piObj = new PatternlnventoryObjO;






















//ifthere are two colors
} else{































































































//multiply two Vectors ofPattern Inventory terms




for (int i=0; i<vec2.size0; i++){
PatternlnventoryObj tempObj2=(PatternInventoryObj)vec2.elementAt(i);
for (int j=0; j<vecl .size(); j++){
PatternlnventoryObj tempObj l=(PatternInventoryObj)vecl .elementAt(j);
int newR = tempObj l.gefRExpO+tempObj2.getRExp();
int newB = tempObj l.getBExp()+tempObj2.getBExpO;
int newG = tempObj l.getGExp()+tempObj2.getGExpO;
int newY = tempObj 1.getYExpO+tempObj2.getYExpO;
long tempCoeff= tempObjLgetCoeffO*tempObj2.getCoeffO;







//add terms together iftheir exponents match
private Vector groupTerms(Vector vec){









if ((tempObj 1 .gefRExpO=tempObj2.getRExpO)&&
(tempObj 1 .getBExpO=tempObj2.getBExpO)&&(tempObj 1
tempObj2.getGExpO)&&(tempObj 1 .getYExpO=tempObj2.getYExpO)){





























































String tempStrl = (String)colors.elementAt(l);




//expandfor each Cycle Index term but last, add according to colors used
for(int i=0; i<ciVector.size()-l; i++){
ciList = (CyclelndexList)ciVector.elementAt(i);
tempVec = ciList.getCyclelndexEntryO;
CyclelndexObj ciObj = (CyclelndexObj)tempVec.elementAt(O);































































CyclelndexObj tempCIObjO = (CyclelndexObj)tempVec.elementAt(O);
Vector tempVecO = new VectorO;
CyclelndexObj tempCIObjl = (CyclelndexObj)tempVec.elementAt(l);
Vector tempVecl = new Vector();






















































PatternlnventoryObj piObj = new PatternInventoryObj((long)tempCoeff,










































Vector tempVec2 = multiply(tempVecO, tempVecl);
tempVec2 = groupTerms(tempVec2);














for (int s=0; s<compVector.size(); s++){











for (int a=0; a<total+l; a++){
storeVec2 = new Vector(total+l);
storeVecl.add(a, storeVec2);
for (int c=0; c<total+l; c++){
storeVec3 = newVector(total+l);
storeVec2.add(c, storeVec3);
for (int d=0; d<total+l; d++){
storeVec4 = newVector(total+l);
storeVec3.add(d, storeVec4);






















//for each Cycle Index term but last, expand and add based on colors







for (int j=0; j<=ciObj.getSupO; J++) {






PatternlnventoryObj piObj = new
PatternInventoiyObj((long)tempCoefFciList.getCoeffO,
j*ciObj.getSubO,k*ciObj.getSub(),l*ciObj.getSubO,0);
Vector tempVecl = (Vector)storeVecl.elementAt(j*ciObj.getSubO);
Vector tempVec2 = (Vector)tempVecl.elementAt(k*ciObj.getSubO);













Vector tempVecl = (Vector)storeVecl.elementAt(j*ciObj.getSubO);
Vector tempVec2 = (Vector)tempVecl.elementAt(k*ciObj.getSubO);















Vector tempVecl = (Vector)storeVecl.elementAt(j*ciObj.getSubO);
Vector tempVec2 = (Vector)tempVecl.elementAt(O);











PatternlnventoryObj piObj = new
PatternInventoryObj((long)tempCoeffciList.getCoeffO,
0j*ciObj.getSub0,k*ciObj.getSub0,l*ciObj.getSub0);
Vector tempVecl = (Vector)storeVecl.elementAt(O);
Vector tempVec2 = (Vector)tempVecl.elementAt(j*ciObj.getSub());





















Vector tempVecO = new VectorO;
CyclelndexObj tempCIObjl
= (CyclelndexObj)tempVec.elementAt(l);
Vector tempVecl = new Vector();
for (int m=0; m<=tempCIObj0.getSupO; m++){







































for (int p=0; p<=tempCIObjl.getSupO; p++-){

















































Vector tempVec2 = (Vector)tempVecl.elementAt(piObj.getBExpO);
























Vector tempVec2 = (Vector)tempVec1.elementAt(piObj.getBExpO);









if ((tempStrO="b")&&(tempStr 1="g")&&(tempStr2="y")) {




















Vector tempVec2 = (Vector)tempVecl.elementAt(piObj.getBExp());










for (int u=storeVecl.sizeO-l; u>=0; u~){
Vector storeVec2 = (Vector)storeVec1.elementAt(u);
for (int v=storeVec2.sizeO-l ; v>=0; v~){
Vector storeVec3 = (Vector)storeVec2.elementAt(v);
for (int w=storeVec3.sizeO-l; w>=0; w~){
Vector storeVec4 = (Vector)storeVec3.elementAt(w);



















for (int c=0; c<total+l; c++){
storeVec3 = new Vector(totaH-l);
storeVec2.add(c, storeVec3);
for (int d=0; d<total+l; d++){
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storeVec4 = new Vector(total+l);
storeVec3.add(d, storeVec4);
for (int e=0; e<total+l ; e++){






//for each Cycle Index term but last, expand andadd
compVector = new VectorO;












for (int j=0; j<=ciObj.getSupO; j++){
for (int k=ciObj.getSupO-j; k>=0; k~){










Vector tempVecl = (Vector)storeVecl.elementAt(j*ciObj.getSubO);
Vector tempVec2 = (Vector)tempVecl.elementAt(k*ciObj.getSubO);


























Vector tempVecl = new VectorO;
for (int n=0; n<=tempCIObj0.getSupO; n++){
for (int o=tempCIObj0.getSupO-n; o>=0; o~){















for (int r=0; r<=tempCIObjl.getSup(); r++){
for (int s=tempCIObjl.getSup()-r; s>=0; s~){























Vector tempVec2 = (Vector)tempVecl.elementAt(piObj.getBExpO);











for (int u=storeVecl.sizeO-l; u>=0; u~){
Vector storeVec2 = (Vector)storeVec1.elementAt(u);
for (int v=storeVec2.size()-l ; v>=0; v~){
Vector storeVec3 = (Vector)storeVec2.elementAt(v);
for (int w=storeVec3.sizeO-l; w>=0; w~){
Vector storeVec4 = (Vector)storeVec3.elementAt(w);
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//create a new PatternlnventoryObj
public PatternlnventoryObjO {
}
//create a new PatternlnventoryObj that ispassed coefficient and color exponents








public void setCoeff(long c){
coeff=c;
}
//set the red exponent
public void setRExp(int r){
rExp=r;
}
//set the blue exponent
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public void setBExp(int b){
bExp=b;
}
//set the green exponent
public void setGExp(int g){
gExp=g;
}
//set the yellow exponent


























































//create a new PIDraw that ispassed the Pattern Inventory Vector and color integers




















//paintmethod to draw the Pattern Inventory





//make a newBuffered Image to drawPattern Inventory
img
=




Font boldFont = new Font("boldFont", java.awt.Font.BOLD, 12);
g.setFont(boldFont);
g.setColor(Color.BLACK);
g.drawStringC'Pattern Inventory: ", 10,20);
int newX = 10+g.getFontMetrics(boldFont).stringWidth("PatternInventory: ");
newY
= 20;
Integer convlnt = new lnteger(0);
//ifPattern Inventory Vector is not empty
if (piVector.sizeOIH))!
Font regFont = new Font("regFont", java.awt.Font.PLATN, 12);
Font smallFont = new Font("smallFont", java.awt.Font.PLATN, 10);
Font smallBold = new FontfsmallBold", java.awt.Font.BOLD, 10);
String tempStr;
//for each term in Pattern Inventory











































































//ifexponents do notmatch color selection
} else {








































































if (i!=piVector.size()- 1 ) {
g.setFont(regFont);
g.drawString("
+ ", newX, newY);
newX











//return maximum number ofunique necklaces
public int getMaxO{
returnmaxNecklace;
}
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